
four self-propelled harvesting implements
all using the same rugged Power Unit!

New Idea’s Uni-System is the modern concept of harvesting ma-
chinery—combinations of interchangeable processing units, all
carried, powered, and propelled by a single Power Unit. Just one
investment in engine, transmission, wheels and tires—convert-
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ing quickly from one harvesting unit to another, depending upon wher* bold new «/#«*

the Crop. Here’s how it works. profit-minded farmers

Start with the Power Unit. Choice of 206 cu. in. or new 244 cu. in. engines—-
both featuring hydraulically controlled variable ground speeds (3 forward, 1 reverse), control
tower visibility, and “easy on - easy off” Uni-System interchangeability. Then, select the Uni-
System harvesting units you need. For small gram and beans, you have the Combine—with
either an 11-foot or 13-foot gram platform. For shelled corn, you add a Cornhead.
Just one Cornhead (with all the big capacity features of New Idea’s famous Superpicker) to
serve as the gathering unit for the Uni-Picker, Uni-Sheller or Uni-Combine.
It's that simple Only one investment m a Power Unit—then, your choice of interchangeable
processing units to assemble up to four different self-propelled harvesting machines!
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Uni-Systcm combine with big
capacity from gram platform
to 55 bushel grain bin Fea-
tures extra-heavy concave
and the strongest cylinder in
the business’ Does superior
job m small gram and beans
in a)) field conditions.

Uni System combine vv*th
cornhead for top perform
ance in “corn country “

Greedy Superpicler Corn-
head has specially dos'gned
snapping rolls, and druVe
auger elevators to cairy t»ie
ears rff fast

Svstsm ptcker has giant
13 rr 1 has ang {>cd, biggest
on the marnet Special pres-
c
wcr wheels v ah 312 moving

rwL_ber Flen-fingers align
t hs ei s -md keep them
r*o . 13 oionp the husking
roils 'tou get cieaner coin

l/m-Sysfem shelter, world’s
only self-propelled shellcr,
cage-type, it lets you con-
trol the length of time the
ears stay in the shelling
cage Delivers cleaner corn,
fewer cracked kernels to 60*
bu bin.

*New Idea 2333 FINANCE PLAN-Even if you biv tho Power Unit and all available Uni-System
harvesting units, your down payment is only * 7 C23 cash or trade. AND, .after you’ve made
one,seasonal payment, you can buy additional Ur.i-Sy&tsm machines with rto down payment!
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Sr'L. HERR & BRO., Qbarryville, Pa


